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DISTRICT:-NAGAON.

IN THE COURT OF S. D. J. M., HOJAI :: AT SANKARDEV NAGAR, NOGAON.

PRESENT- MR. AJOY KR. BASUMATARY; AJS.

                   S.D.J.M., HOJAI.

GR. Case No.646/2004,  U/S-379 of IPC.

                                 State of Assam.  ---------------Complainant.

       -V-

Md. Abdul Mannan. ------------Accused person.

LD. COUNSEL FOR THE PROSECUTION:-            Abdul Hasib, Ld. Addl. P.P.

LD. COUNSEL FOR THE ACCUSED PERSONS:-   Bahar Uddin, HJI. B. A.

Date of Evidences:-18-04-2016.

Date of Argument:-18-04-2016.

Date of Judgment:-18-04-2016.

Date of Judgment delivered:-18-04-2016.

       J–U–D–G–M–E–N–T

1)   The Prosecution story in brief is like that the informant/Mohendra Nath 

lodged an ejahar in the Police station-Kaki on 14-08-2004 against the accused, 

stating inter-alia that on 22-03-2004, someone stolen one pair of bullock/cattle 

from his cowshed and thereafter  on searching about his  missing bullock,  he 

found his  stolen bullocks in  the house of  the accused,  hence  he lodged the 

ejahar on suspect against the accused for alleged theft. 

2) The First Information Report (FIR in short) was registered and the police 

started its usual investigation and thereafter submitted Charge-sheet against the 
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accused,  U/S-379 of  IPC.  The stolen  bullocks  were  recovered and given in 

Zimma/custody of the informant. My Ld. Predecessor had taken cognizance in 

the case by accepting the Charge-sheet for trial. The accused was allowed to 

remain on bail bond surety, when he appeared before the court.

3) The necessary copies were also furnished to the accused U/S-207 of Cr. P. 

C.. On finding a prima-facie case on the offences of Section-379 of IPC against 

the accused,  I  explained and read over the offence/charge of the case to the 

accused,  to  which  he  pleaded  not  guilty  and  claimed  to  be  tried.  Then  the 

prosecution was directed to lead their evidences. Then the prosecution examined 

the informant-cum-victim only.

4)       POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:-

Whether or not, on 22-03-2004 at No-3 Kaki, the accused intending to 

take dishonestly one pair cattle / bullocks of the informant, Mahendra Nath out 

of the possession of the informant, without his consent, moved the bullocks in 

order to such taking and thereby he is punishable, U/S-379 of IPC?

5)           DISCUSSION, REASONS AND DECISION THEREON:-

 I  have  heard  the  submission  of  Ld.  Counsel  of  both  the  sides  and 

carefully gone through entire evidence available on the record. Considering the 

evidences of PW1/informant, the circumstance of the occurrence of the alleged 

incident and present relationship between the parties, the prosecution witness 

was closed at the wish of both the sides. 

The accused is examined U/S-313 of Cr. P. C. where he had totally denied 

the allegations against him, levied by the prosecution. However, he declined to 

adduce defence evidences, hence DW is also closed. 

After  tendering  the  evidences  of  PW1/informant-cum-victim,  the 

prosecution declined to adduce further evidences. Upon perusal of the evidences 
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of PW1, it is seen that he deposed, that in the year-2004, on a particular day 

someone took away their one pair bullock /cows from their cowshed. Thereafter 

he recovered it in front of the house of the accused and he filed this case against 

the  accused  on  mere  suspect  only.  Ext-1  is  his  ejahar  and  Ext-1(1)  is  his 

signature. Accused had also denied the allegations levied by the porpsecution.

During  the  cross  examination,  PW1  clearly  stated  that  he  has  no 

objection/grudge  against  the  accused  in  the  case  and  they  had  already 

compromised the case outside the court. 

6) It is seen that the victim/PW1, being the principal witness, himself did 

not  support  and corroborate  the prosecution story of  the ejahar.  He deposed 

nothing incrimination material against the favour of the accused, but it appears 

that he wishes that the accused person may be discharged from the case. 

Considering the evidences available with the record, present relationship 

of the parties and nature and circumstances of the offence/case, I am of the view 

that the further discussion as well as further proceeding is not necessary in the 

case.  The  alleged  charged  offence  is  compoundable  in  nature,  after  recent 

amendment of the IPC. It appears that the informant/owner of the alleged stolen 

bullocks had already compromised the case outside the court. Accordingly, I 

have come to a conclusion that the above point has been decided in negative, in 

favour of the accused.

7)               O-R-D-E-R 

    The  Prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  the  case  against  the  accused 

person. In the result, the accused person is acquitted from the charged offences. 

The I.O. is to be directed to hand over the original documents to the person 

concern and also to depose of the seized articles, if any in due course of time as 

per law.                               Inform the I.O. accordingly.
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           B/A is asked to take necessary steps.

     The bail bond surety of the accused person shall be in force till next 

6(six) months from today as per Section-437(A) of Cr. P. C..

       

8)       The Judgment is given under my hand, with sign and seal of the court 

and delivered in the open court in presence of both the sides today, on the 18th 

day of April-2016 at Sankardev Nagar, at Hojai.

9)       This case is disposed of accordingly.

(A.  Kr. Basumatary, AJS)

S.D.J.M. HOJAI.

APPENDIX-

10) PW1-----------------Mohendra Nath and

Ext-1----------------Ejahar of the case.

  (A. Kr. Basumatary, AJS)

S.D.J.M. HOJAI.
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